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A lot has happened 
since the last AI4HL



People and computers 
together can do things that 
neither would be capable 
of on their own.



The best uses of NLP – and the ones that will have the most impact 
on outcomes – go beyond just augmentation to something more 

akin to collaboration.
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10%
Of 3,000 companies had very significant financial impacts from using Artificial 

Intelligence in 2020. These companies used a co-learning approach to AI. 

(MIT Sloan/BCG 2020 Global Executive Survey and Research Study on AI Use)



Human-in-the-loop & collaborative 
AI allows both people and 

computers to focus on their 
strengths.
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Active Learning technology allows this 
force multiplication today… 
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Implementing collaborative AI is 
as much about user experience 
and workflow as it is about 
emerging technology. 



AI as a Force Multiplier:
Case Studies
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Hospitality: 
Collaborative 

customer experience 
frees agents from 

metrics.
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NLP as a force 
multiplier in chat 

customer experience.
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Collaborative art 
creation with NLP.

Narratarium Project @ MIT Media Lab



So what does that mean for the next generation of 
mission critical human language understanding?



Let NLP help your 
people spend their 

time optimally.
NLP is here to help them do more 

of what they do best.
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Now: Active learning for faster adaptation.



Next: Systems that learn from your agents while 
they do their jobs.
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Vision: Beyond false positive reduction for 
collaborative screening and resolution.



Thank you!
Dr. Catherine Havasi

Chief Product Officer, Basis Technology
havasi@basistech.com


